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 // The original from Kesseböhmer. 

DISPENSA.  
Our space miracle.



Strong & convenient
Load capacity up to 100 kg

Panoramic view of the entire height 
and from two sides makes it straight-
forward, quick and easy to find stored 
items. 

Set everything in motion with  
just one hand!
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Needs little,  
offers plenty!
// DISPENSA 

With dream measurements of 30 x 50 cm, our DISPENSA  

is a pioneer of perfect space utilisation in the most confined 

areas and its dimensions have changed efficient food storage 

for ever.

Using one hand, the entire unit contents on all 6 trays are 

gently conveyed so they are in front of the unit. The panoramic 

view of the entire height and from two sides makes it straight-

forward, quick and easy to find stored items. 

Maximum use of space 
on a footprint of less  
than three A4 sheets.

Footprint of only 0,5 m2 



100 kg food storage   
100 % organised.
// DISPENSA 

DISPENSA provides up to 100 kg food storage on 

a footprint of only 0.15 m2. Strong and convenient, 

it can be perfectly integrated into any kitchen 

design for maximum use of space.

Thanks to individually height adjustable trays, even 

tall storage items find their ideal place in the unit. 

This ensures optimum use of space. The practical 

Youboxx system for customised interior organisation 

also fits in perfectly and is simply hooked into the 

frame.

Height-adjustable trays  
with individual style

Stored items visible up and down 
the entire height,  quick and  
easy access



All the dry goods  
for a family of four on  
a footprint of  30 x 50 cm

6 tray levels 
Consistently optimal space usage  
from top to bottom

Flexible
Individual height adjustment 
– never waste space again

Our space miracle
All the dry goods for a family 

of four on a footprint of  
30 x 50 cm

Strong & convenient
Load capacity up to 100 kg  

– moved with one hand

Clear view & transparency
Stored goods visible up and 
down the entire height, quick 

and easy access

Youboxx
Optional practical  

accessories

6 tray levels
Consistently optimal  

space usage  
from top to bottom



DISPENSA vs. drawer unit  

Open and close once instead  

of five times.

Opened and closed in a fraction  

of the time!



Find at once  
instead of searching 
five times.
// DISPENSA 

Instead of opening lots of drawers to put the shopping away or 

look for something, the fully laden DISPENSA can be opened 

very easily with just one movement and everything in it imme-

diately becomes visible from any direction. Found in an instant 

instead of searching for ages.

DISPENSA with SoftStopp offers top-class, noise-free opening 

comfort. Tool-free instead of screw fixing is our motto. Put an 

end to lots of screws that are needed for assembling drawers 

and opt for tool-free assembly with the clever ClickFixx system 

and adjust with a screwdriver



Showtime for an ingenious 
storage space concept!
// DISPENSA Family

Every DISPENSA has its own character, perfectly complementing the range. 

The DISPENSA junior III brings order and clarity to the base unit, while the  

DISPENSA 15 cm is the expert in optimal usage of a 15 cm narrow niche.  

The DISPENSA family is complemented by DepotLine, high-quality plastic  

food storage containers.



Five different sets of the YouBoxx organisation 

system complete the perfect organisation of 

storage items and individual organisation right 

down to the last detail. The sets are compatible 

with one another and can be put together to  

form a customised organisation system.  

Again and again according to requirements.  

The cross beam they are hung from is simply 

hooked into the frame and can be reduced from 

100 to 50 mm by turning it 180° on the grid in 

order to make even better use of the storage 

space. Young, innovative and to the point.





The great freedom.
// DISPENSA 

Simple & ingenious
Tool-free assembly,  

adjustment with  
a simple screwdriver

SoftStoppPlus
Cushioned closing  
plus self-retraction  

– as standard

Extensive range
for clear unit heights of up to 

2,300 mm and front panel widths 
between 150 and 600 mm

SoftSTOPP
Cushioned closing  

– as standard

Functional perfection
Synchromatic ensures  

reliable closing

SoftStoppPRO
Cushioned opening  

– optional



You can find DISPENSA at 
your specialist kitchen retailer. 

Kesseböhmer GmbH 
Mindener Str. 208
49152 Bad Essen
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 57 42 46-0 
www.kesseboehmer.de https://youtu.be/0sntFA3vnIM
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